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Schwarzschild Fuzzball and Explicitly Unitary Hawking Radiations
Ding-fang Zeng∗
Institute of Theoretical Physics, Beijing University of Technology, China, Bejing 100124
We provide a fuzzball picture for Schwarzshild black holes, in which matters and energy consisting
the hole are not positioned on the central point exclusively but oscillate around there in a serial of
eigen-modes, each of which features a special level of binding degrees and are quantum mechanically
possible to be measured outside the horizon. By listing these modes explicitly for holes as large as
6Mpl, we find that their number increases exponentially with the area. Basing on this picture, we
present a simple but explicitly unitary derivation of hawking radiations.
PACS numbers:
The horizon and central singularity are two key ingre-
dients of general relativistic black holes, either from ob-
servational [1] or from pure theoretical [2] aspects. They
are also birth-lands of many radical proposition and ex-
citing progresses in quantum gravitation researches, typ-
ically the information missing puzzle [3–6] and the Anti-
de Sitter/Conformal Field Theory correspondence [7]
or more generally the gauge/gravity duality (AdS/CFT
here after). Although initiative researchers such as L.
Susskind, basing on general ideas of gauge/gravity du-
ality and special picture of string theories [8–20], claims
that the war between him and S. Hawking has finished
already [21], new ideas on the information puzzle’s re-
formulation and resolution continue to appear endlessly,
ranging from the famous AMPS observation of firewall
paradoxes [22, 23] and the ER=EPR proposition [24], to
various nonlocal/entanglement [25–35] revision believed
being ignored in hawking’s original calculation, and to
totally new mechanisms for black holes to save informa-
tion [36], although in challenges [37, 38].
Basic ideas The general idea of gauge/gravity dual-
ity that microstates of black holes could be explained
in terms of lower dimensional gauge field theories brings
us misunderstandings that, the information of the black
holes is stored locally in their near horizon region. How-
ever, even in the most well understood fuzzball pic-
ture of string theories [11–20], S. D. Mathur, et al tell
us that for large classes of asymptotically AdS black
holes constructible from or related with special D1-D5
brane configurations, the information carriers are dis-
tributed across the whole region covered by the hori-
zon surface. For more general black holes, especially the
Schwarzschild ones, the string theory still finds no way
to give the relevant information saving mechanism a con-
crete explanation. We considered in ref.[39] a possibility
that, matters inside the Schwarzschild black holes, which
we call Schwarzschild contents in this paper, are not posi-
tioned on the central point of the hole statically but are
experiencing periodical motion of collapsing, collapsing
overdone to the other side and collapsing again during
which the radial mass profile preserves continuously. We
argue that it is just this radial mass profiles’ diversity,
chosen at arbitrary given times τ = τ0, with the future
determined by Einstein equation, that leads to the mi-
crostates’ multiplicity of black holes. The inner metric
of these holes when written in the co-moving observer’s
proper time has the form
ds2 = −(h−1
m˙2
m′2
+ 1)dτ2 + h−1dr2 + r2dΩ22 (1)
h = 1−
2Gm(τ, r)
r
, r < r0 ≡ 2Gmtotal (2)
By lookingm(τ0, r) as independent coordinate and intro-
ducing a wave functional Ψ[m(τ0, r)] to denote the am-
plitude the hole being at profile m(τ0, r), we establish in
ref.[39] a functional differential equation controlling the
form of Ψ[m(τ0, r)] through quantisations of the Hamilto-
nian constraint of the system, thus translate the question
of black hole microstates’ definition and counting a func-
tional eigenvalue problem. However, due to complexes of
the functional differential equation, we get only rough es-
timations for the eigen-state of 1- and 2-Mpl mass black
holes. The purpose of this work is to provide an alterna-
tive definition for this functional problem and an almost
exact thus more convincing proof of the microstate num-
ber’s exponential area law. Basing on this proof, we will
also give a hamiltonian thus explicitly unitary derivation
for hawking radiations.
The classic picture behind our micro-state definition
and counting is shown in FIG.1 schematically. Just as
was done in [39], we will still focus on black holes consist-
ing of zero pressure dusts for simplicity. The advantage of
this doing is that, we can easily prove that the co-moving
observer’s geodesic motion {u0 = 1, gµνu
µuν = −1} fol-
lows directly as part of Einstein equation G νµ = 8πGT
ν
µ ,
i.e.
G 10
G 00
e.e.
= u
1
u0
g.m.
= m˙m′ . But different from [39], in this
time we will decompose the radial mass distribution pro-
file into several concentric shells at the first beginning.
We will show that the number of this shell partition, as
well as their quantum state are both countable, with the
latter equals to ekA/4G. In the mostly simple layering
scheme, all contents of the hole are concentrated in one
shell of dusts, the equations of motion, looking from ex-
terior observers which use time t and feel a Schwarzschild
geometry v.s. interior observers which use ′t and feel a
2Minkowskian geometry, can be easily written as
{ ht˙ = γ ⇐ x¨0 + Γ0µν x˙µx˙ν
ht˙2 − h−1r˙2 = 1
,
{
′r˙ = r˙, h = 1− 2Gmr
′t˙2 −′r˙2 = 1
(3)
or
{ r˙2 = γ2 − h
t˙2 = γ2h−2
,
{
′r˙2 = γ2 − h, h = 1− 2Gmr
′t˙2 = γ2 − h+ 1
(4)
where γ is an integration constant equaling to the value
of h on r = rrel where the shell is released from static
and allowed to freely moving under self-gravitations. If
the shell is released from outside the horizon, γ will be
real and less than 1. But we will focus on cases where the
shell is released from inside the horizon, so that γ is pure
imaginary and γ2 < 0. Talking about this motion inside
horizons is meaningful because we could have observers
on the central point around which the space time is sim-
ply minkowskian before the shell arrives onto. While as
the shell arrives onto, its radial speed equals to that of
light d
′r2
d′t2
′r→0
−−−→ 1, so it cannot be stopped there but have
to go across that point and making oscillations there.
Figure 1: Left, practical Schwarzschild contents may have continuous, dynamically evolving radial mass
distribution profile. Middle, each radial mass profile can be considered a direct product of many concentric
dynamically evolving mass shells. We will show that the number of this layering scheme is finite and
countable. Right, the most simple layering scheme is that the whole content consists of just one oscillating
shell. We will show by simple quantum mechanics that this shell could only be at some discrete quantum
states, each of which corresponds to a classic shell released from some special initial radius inside the
horizon surface.
1
FIG. 1: Left, practical Schwarzschild contents may have con-
tinuous, dynamically evolving radial mass distribution profile.
Middle, each radial mass profile can be considered a direct
product of many concentric dynamically evolving mass shells.
We will show that the number of this layering scheme is fi-
nite and countable. Right, the most simple layering scheme
is that the whole content consists of just one oscillating shell.
We will show by simple quantum mechanics that this sh ll
could only be at some discrete quantum states, each of which
corresponds to a classic shell released from some special initial
radius inside the horizon surface.
Microstate definition and counting For the singular
point across oscillation, quantum descriptions are nec-
essary but straightforward. For the most simple one-
shell contents layering scheme, we need only introduce a
wave function Ψ[r] to denote the probability amplitude
the mass shell could be measured at r, and quantise the
equation of motion r˙2 = γ2 − h or ′r˙2 = γ2 − h directly.
The result is
[−~2∂2r −m
2(γ2 − h)]Ψ = 0, γ2 ≡ h[rrel] ∈ (−∞, 0) (5)
or [∂2rˆ − β
2 +
aˆ
rˆ
]Ψ(rˆ) = 0, 1 < −γ2+1 ≡ β2 (6)
rˆ ≡ rm~−1, aˆ ≡ 2Gmm~−1 (7)
It can be easily verified that, the vanishing at origin,
square integrable solution to this equation of motion ex-
ists only when aˆ2β = 1, 2, · · · , n. This is almost the same
as the simple hydrogen atoms. However, due to the con-
dition that the shell is released from inside the horizon
thus γ2 = h(rrel) < 0, we must have 1 < β. This con-
strains the allowed wave function to be, L1q−1(x) here is
the first order associated Legendre polynomial,
Ψ = Ψβ(rˆ) = e
−βrˆβrˆL1q−1(2βrˆ) (8)
1 6 β,
2Gmm~−1
2β
≡ q = 1, 2, · · · , qmax (9)
That is, for a sphere shell of given mass, the number of
allowed quantum wave functions corresponding to clas-
sic oscillation modes released statically from inside the
horizon is finite, equals to the maximal integer no larger
than Gmm~−1 or symbolically
qmax = Floor[Gmm~
−1] (10)
While for the more interesting case where the whole
Schwarzschild contents are consisting of several layer of
different mass shells m = {m1,m2, · · · ,mℓ}. In the
case when all these shells do not cross each other, the
wave function of the whole system can be written as
Ψ1⊗Ψ2⊗· · ·⊗Ψℓ. While if shell crossing occurs [40, 41],
we will need some symmetrisation procedure on this di-
rect product to get wave functions of the system which
have similar physical interpretations. But as long as the
microstate number counting is concerned, such a con-
sideration is not needed. Denoting the total mass in-
side the i-th shell, including the i-th shell itself, with
Mi ≡
∑i
j=1mj , and repeating the calculations across
(3)-(10), we will find that for each mass shell mi, the
corresponding wave function are simply
Ψim=Ψ
i
mβi(rˆ)=e
−βirβirˆL
1
qi−1(2βirˆ), rˆ = rmi~
−1 (11)
2GMimi
βi~
≡qmi =1, 2, · · · , q
m
imax≡Floor[
GMimi
~
] (12)
So the total number of microstate allowed by this layer-
ing scheme m, and by the whole Schwarzschild contents
equals to respectively
wm =
ℓ∏
i=1
qmimax, w =
∑
m
wm (13)
This way, the question of black hole microstates’ count-
ing becomes a simple mass/energy layering partition and
the corresponding quantum number listing. For a 2-Mpl
mass black holes, we have only 3 methods to partition
the mass/energy contents into layers that lead to distin-
guished quantum state. The results are presented in TA-
BLE.I. While TABLE.II lists all the quantum numbers
3{mi}/Mpl {2} {1,1} {
3
2
, 1
2
}
{Mi≡
∑
mj6i} {2} {1,2} {
3
2
,2}
GMimi {4} {1,2} {
9
4
,1}
GMimi
(16)β
∈ Z {1,2,3,4} {(1),(1,2)} {(1,2),(1)}
num.States 4 1 · 2 2 · 1
TABLE I: The layering scheme and corresponding quantum
states of a 2Mpl mass black holes. Such a black hole can
be layered into (i) one shell of total mass 2Mpl or (ii) two
shells of equal mass 1Mpl+1Mpl or (iii) two shells of unequal
mass 3
2
Mpl +
1
2
Mpl. Other layering scheme such as {Mpl +
ǫ,Mpl−ǫ} with 0 < ǫ <
Mpl
2
would not lead to radial quantum
numbers different from listed above. While layerings such as
{
3Mpl
2
+ ǫ,
Mpl
2
− ǫ} with 0 < ǫ <
Mpl
2
break conditions that
GM2m2
(16)β
∈ Z. So the total number of all possible quantum
state is 8.
allowed by a 3-Mpl mass black holes. For more large
black holes up to 6-Mpl masses, listing out and counting
up their quantum numbers one by one are also possible
using computer programs. However, as the black hole be-
comes even larger, the number of quantum states allowed
by their contents increases exponentially with their hori-
zon area. We plot the results in FIG.2 explicitly, from
which we easily see that the entropy of the system
S≡k
B
Log[w]=
k′
B
A
4G
, k′
B
=
0.52k
B
4π
,A=16πG2M2 (14)
Except for a numeric factor of 0.524π ≈
1
8π , this yields
perfectly the area law of Bekenstein-Hawking formulas.
We will not distinguish k
B
and k′
B
in the following and
will denote them ambiguously as k. We note here that
this result is only for 4-dimensional black holes. Contin-
uations to other-dimensions are possible but nontrivial.
For example, in 5-dimensions, the function h appearing
in (5) should be changed to 1 − 2G5mr2 . This change will
bring us to the very trouble Calogero problem [42], which
is still not understood clearly in quantum mechanics but
necessary for deriving conditions like (9) and (12).
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FIG. 2: The logrithmic value of the number of microstate of
Schwarzschild black holes with masses less than or equal to
6-Mpl.
So, let us come back to the physic meaning of the black
hole contents’ wave function Ψβ∝1/q[r] themselves. We
plot in FIG.3 six typical wave functions of this type for
a 2-Mpl mass Scharzschild black hole. From the figure,
we firstly see that either in the one or two layer parti-
tion case, we always have nonzero probabilities to find
the contents being outside the horizon. The horizon, be-
haves only approximately as the boundary of contents
distribution. That is, it only requires that maximal val-
ues of the wave function occur inside it. From this as-
pects, our pictures are almost a quantum mechanic ver-
sion of the string theory fuzzy balls [5, 11–16, 18–20].
However, we get this picture basing on standard gen-
eral relativity and simple quantum mechanics, instead of
metaphysic ideas such as extra-dimension or supersym-
metry et al. The second point we need to emphasise in
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FIG. 3: Typical wave functions corresponding to eigen-modes
of motion executed by the mass/energy contents of a 2Mpl
mass black holes. In the left panel, contents of the hole are
concentrated in one mass shell which has only four possible
quantum states. While in the right panel, the contents are
distributed in two layer of shells each with mass
3Mpl
2
and
Mpl
2
respectively. In this latter case, the wave function of the
system is the direct product of outside layer’s Ψ[r, 12 1
2
] and
inside layer’s Ψ[r, 2 3
2
3
2
] or Ψ[r, 1 3
2
3
2
].
FIG.3 is about the physic meaning of quantum numbers
qmi and β
m
i ≡ GMimi/q
m
i ~, the superscript m here de-
notes the mass shell partition schemem = {m1,m2, · · · }.
From the figure, we easily see that for more larger βmi
or more smaller qmi , the global maximal point of the
wave function occurs more close to the central point.
The relevant microstate corresponds to classical shells
binding more compactly to the central point. When we
make direct product with these βmi or q
m
i s, what we
get is nothing but a quantitative characterising of the
system’s binding degree status. Due to differences be-
tween the mass/energy deficit during the bound state
formation, an rh = 2G · 2Mpl black hole in e.g., state
Ψ[r, 1, 32 ,
3
2 ] ⊗ Ψ[r, 1, 2,
1
2 ] may possibly follow from col-
lapsing of more masses than an rh = 2G · 3Mpl one in,
e.g, state Ψ[r, 9, 3, 3].
Explicitly unitary hawking radiations By above picture
of micro-state explanation, hawking radiations of a black
hole are nothing but spontaneous decays of its contents’
binding state. However, in pure geometric derivations
of hawking radiations, effects of the initial state’s dif-
ference are ignored so must be averaged in microscopic
derivations. Referring to FIG.4, we easily see that the
probability for a mass b black hole to spontaneously emit
4w
w−
b
b
b
3
2
0/1
b b b
Figure 2: Black holes of different horizon size have different number of microstates. In conventional
hawking radiations, the initial state is unknown to be in which of the w possibilities. While the final state
has totally w− + w−− + · · · + 1 + 1 possibilities. w− ≡ w − 1, w−− ≡ w − 2, +1 + 1 because both the
zero-mass vacuum and the 1-Mpl mass black hole are one-time degenerated.
b b
⇓
b b id.fm
b b other
⇓
b b
x
x˙
Figure 3: The head on collision of two elementary particles with the biggest mass allowed by theory
frameworks and the {x, x˙} phase-space diagram of one of the participants.
2
FIG. 4: Black holes of different horizon size have different
number of microstates. In conventional hawking radiations,
the initial state is unknown to be in which of the w possibili-
ties. While the final state has totally w− +w−− + · · ·+1+ 1
possibilities. w− ≡ w − 1, w−− ≡ w − 2, +1 + 1 because
both the zero-mass vacuum and the 1-Mpl mass black hole
are one-time degenerated.
a mass ∆ hawking particle and becomes a mass b − ∆
hole is proportional to [the parameter (8πkGb)−1 will be
denoted by an effective temperature kT ]
P
∆
=
ekπG4(b−∆)
2
(ekπG4b2−1+1)ekπG4b2
2
∆≪b
==
e−4πkGb
2
e8πkGb∆
∝e−∆/kT (15)
Due to randomness of quantum decays, the average en-
ergy of a hawking mode emitted in one such spontaneous
event is
for fermions : 〈E〉=
~ωe−~ω/kT+0
e−~ω/kT+1
=
~ω
e~ω/kT+1
(16)
for bosons : 〈E〉=
∑
n n~ωe
−n~ω/kT∑
n e
−n~ω/kT
=
~ω
e~ω/kT−1
(17)
This is nothing but the spectrum of hawking radiations.
However, we get it here basing on only standard quan-
tum mechanics instead of any semi-classic consideration
of quantum field theories in the curved background of
space-time.
In fact, this simple quantum mechanic picture allows
us to go more further than obtaining the power spectrum
of hawking radiations. Basing on it, we may even con-
struct a Hamiltonian thus explicitly unitary formulation
for the whole process as follows,
H = HBH +Hvac +Hint (18)
=


bn
bn
. . .
b0

+
∑
k
~ωka
†
kak+
~ωk=∑
|bu bv |
guvb
†
uvak (19)
where H
BH
, Hvac and Hint are respectively hamiltoni-
ans of the black hole, the environment and interactions
between them two. The concrete form of H
BH
is un-
known but unimportant. We need only to know that
its eigenvalues are {bn, bn , · · · , b1, b0 = 0} and respec-
tively {w = e4kπGb
2
n , w = e4kπGb
2
n · · · , 1, 1}-times de-
generating. The vacuum hamiltonian Hvac is denoted
by many harmonic oscillators, bosonic ones here for sim-
plicity. When a mode’s ~ωk happens to be equal to the
difference between some two eigenvalues of H
BH
, it can
go on shell and radiated away from the hole. The inter-
action part Hint between the holes and the environment
functions to bring energies from the former to the latter
and vice versa. Denoting the quantum state of a mass
bℓ, binding degree u values in {1, 2, · · · , e
4kπGb2ℓ}, black
hole and its environment consisting of hawking modes as
|ℓu, n− ℓ〉, then1
~ωk=
bu bv
(b†uvak)|ℓ
v, n ℓ〉 = |(ℓ+ k)u, n ℓ k〉 (20)
b†uv=bvu, a k=a
†
k, guv=g
∗
uv∝
∫
Ψ∗ℓv[r]Ψ(ℓ+k)u[r]dr (21)
This transition |ℓv, n ℓ〉 → |(ℓ+k)u, n ℓ k〉 could be induced
by pure gravitational, especially mass monopole interac-
tions. The proportionality in (21) just reflects the fact
that two black holes which have more similar microscopic
wave functions could be more rapidly to transit to each
other. If we further denote the initial state of the system
as |nw, 0〉, and the latter time state as follows
|ψ(t)〉=
n∑
ℓ=0
eSℓ∑
v=1
e ibℓtcℓv(t)|ℓ
v, n ℓ〉 (22)
then the standard Schro¨dinger equation i~∂tψ(t) =
Hψ(t) will tell us
ih∂¯tcℓv(t) = (bn − bℓ)cℓv +
6=ℓ∑
j
eSj∑
u=1
gvue
i(bℓ−bj)tcju(t)(23)
cnw(0) 1=cnu(0)=cnv (0)· · ·=0 (24)
1 bu, bv are abbreviations for bℓu = bℓ and b(ℓ+k)v = bℓ+k respec-
tively.
5If we know which binding state the initial black hole is at,
i.e. the w value in nw, then we will be able to predict its
latter time evolutions exactly, nw
gwu
−−→ nu
guv
−−→ nv · · · .
Conversely, if we can precisely monitor a black hole’s
evaporation process, especially the time feature of its
horizon size variations, then we will be able to infer its
initial state exactly. However, in semi classic discussion
of hawking radiations, the initial state effects are com-
pletely averaged. All initial states are assumed to decay
indistinguishably to the final state with equal chances,
thus leading to the information missing puzzle.
In practical observations, initial states of black holes
are almost unknowable. However, according to the gen-
eral idea of probability theories, it is very natural that
they have more chances to lie on positions of the phase
space, binding degree space here, around which the den-
sity of microstate takes more larger values. Experiences
from TABLE.I, TABLE.II and more larger black holes’
microstate listing tells us that, such positions happens
to be the classically continuous distribution of matter
contents inside the horizon. Comparing with the conven-
tional black hole pictures with central singularity, the
two body system in our pictures has totally different
quadrupole structures, so is dis/verifiable through grav-
itational wave observations, such as those reported in
GW150914-170814 [43–47]. However, in all these obser-
vations, the inner structure of black holes are not mea-
sured because theoretical temples [48–57] used in them to
extract information from the highly noised signals adopt
simple horizon boundary conditions to account for ef-
fects following from non-trivial quadrupole structures of
the system. If we consider inner structure effects in the-
oretic temples, we expect to see that the gravitational
wave forms, e.g. FIG.1 in [43], following from binary
black holes will become more close to that measured in
the binary neutron star events, e.g. FIG.2 of GW170817
[58] .
Summaries and discussion Continuing our ideas in [39],
we build a fuzzball picture for Scharzschild black holes
and an explicitly unitary derivation for hawking radia-
tions, thus a resolution to the information missing puzzles
in this work. In our fuzzball pictures, the mass/energy
contents of Scharzschild black holes are experiencing pe-
riodical oscillation across the central point with speed
of light. Quantum mechanically, this oscillation happens
only in some eigen-modes whose quantum wave function
has maximal values only inside the horizon but is nonzero
either outside it. By enumerating method, we show that
the number of these eigen-modes happens to be exponen-
tials of the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy. In our deriva-
tions for the hawking radiation pow spectrum, the key
is to average over the initial state’s effects and to write
the probability simply as the final state’s degenerating
multiplicity. While to answer the question on how the
information is carried away by radiations, we construct
a hamiltonian formulation for the whole process.
Many new works could be done from our fuzzball
pictures. Most direct but non-trivially, generalises to
other dimension, and to other asymptotic background
such as AdS and dS space-times would be very interest-
ing and necessary for better understanding of the origin
of Bekenstein-Hawking entropy’s area law feature. On
the other hand, the most interesting work may be the
experimental dis/verification of our inner structure pic-
ture for black holes through gravitation wave observation.
Considering data accumulations today and the observa-
tion technique’s maturity for this exploration [43–47, 58],
what we need for this dis/verification work is just a the-
oretical temple to model the inner-structure carrying bi-
nary black hole’s merging. We wish to come back this
point in near futures.
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6{mi}/Mpl {3} {
8
3
, 1
3
} { 7
3
, 2
3
}
Mi≡
∑
mj6i {3} {
8
3
, 3} { 7
3
, 3}
GMimi {9} {
64
9
, 1} { 49
9
, 1}
GMimi
(16)β
∈ Z {1,2··9} {(1,2··7)(1)} {(1, 2 · · · 5)(1)}
#state 9 7 · 1 5 · 1
{mi} {
6
3
, 3
3
} { 5
3
, 4
3
} { 4
3
, 5
3
} { 3
3
, 6
3
}
Mi {
6
3
, 3} { 5
3
, 3} { 4
3
, 3} { 3
3
, 3}
GMimi {4, 3} {
25
9
, 4} { 16
9
, 5} {1, 6}
{(1··4)(1,2,3)}{(1,2)(1··4)}{(1)(1··5)}{(1)(1··6)}
#state 4 · 3 2 · 4 1 · 5 1 · 6
{mi} {
55
24
, 3
8
, 1
3
} { 46
24
, 6
8
, 1
3
} { 37
24
, 9
8
, 1
3
} { 28
24
, 12
8
, 1
3
}
Mi {
55
24
, 8
3
, 3} { 46
24
, 8
3
, 3} { 37
24
, 8
3
, 3} { 28
24
, 8
3
, 3}
GMimi{5., 1, 1} {3., 2, 1} {2., 3, 1} {1., 4, 1}
·· {(1··5)} {(123)(12)} {(12)(123)} {(1234)}
#state 5·1·1 3·2·1 2·3·1 1·4·1
{mi} {
40
21
, 3
7
, 2
3
} { 31
21
, 6
7
, 2
3
} { 22
21
, 9
7
, 2
3
}
Mi {
40
21
, 7
3
, 3} { 31
21
, 7
3
, 3} { 22
21
, 7
3
, 3}
GMimi {3., 1, 2} {2., 2, 2} {1., 3, 2}
GMimi
(16)β
{(123)(12)} {(12)(12)(12)} {(123)(12)}
#state 3·1·2 2·2·2 1·3·2
{mi} {
3
2
, 1
2
, 3
3
} {1, 2
2
, 3
3
} { 16
15
, 3
5
, 4
3
}
Mi {
3
2
, 2, 3} {1, 2, 3} { 16
15
, 5
3
, 3}
GMimi {2., 1, 3} {1, 2, 3} {1., 1, 4}
GMimi
(16)β
{(12)(123)} {(12)(123)} {(1234)}
#state 2·1·3 1·2·3 1·1·4
mi {
2449
1320
, 24
55
, 3
8
, 1
3
}{ 1873
1320
, 48
55
, 3
8
, 1
3
}{ 385
276
, 24
46
, 6
8
, 1
3
}
Mi {
2449
1320
, 55
24
, 8
3
, 3}{ 1873
1320
, 55
24
, 8
3
, 3} { 385
276
, 46
24
, 8
3
, 3}
GMimi {3., 1, 1, 1} {2., 2, 1, 1} {1., 1, 2, 1}
GMimi
(16)β
{(123)} {(12)(12)} {(12)}
#state 3·1·1·1 2·2·1·1 1·1·2·1
{mi} {
1159
840
, 21
40
, 3
7
, 2
3
} { 4255201
3232680
, 1320
2449
, 24
55
, 3
8
, 1
3
}
Mi {
1159
840
, 40
21
, 7
3
, 3} { 4255201
3232680
, 2449
1320
, 55
24
, 8
3
, 3}
GMimi {1., 1, 1, 2} {1., 1, 1, 1, 1}
GMimi
(16)β
{(1) · · · (1,2)} {(1)(1) · · · }
#state 1·1·1·1·2 1·1·1·1·1
TABLE II: The same as TABLE I, but for a 3Mpl mass black
hole. Other layering schemes such as decomposing 3Mpl into
{
8Mpl
3
− ǫ,
Mpl
3
+ ǫ} with |ǫ| <
Mpl
3
will not lead to quantum
numbers different from listed above. So this table lists out all
possible quantum state of a 3Mpl mass Schwarzschild black
hole exclusively, whose total number is 126.
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